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COMMODORE’S REPORT 
Nigel Knowles 

 
With less than two months to go, the MBYC committee is working assiduously to 
finalize the last few details for our Marlin Tournament in September.  Already, we have 
more boats entered and more evening entertainment planned than last year.  As well, 
there will be fund raising component with a view to supporting local charities.  And of 
course MBYC is positioned as the headquarters for a week long party, offering 
something for everyone who wants to participate in this exciting event.   A full press 

release on all the details will be sent out very soon so that you can plan your itineraries and take full 
advantage of attending these amazing events and functions.  It will be an outstanding week.  Many thanks to 
Bobby Stewart for all of his hard work in making this happen.  Others have certainly assisted Bobby greatly, 
but he is the one steering this important event to a successful conclusion.  It will be a spectacle that everyone 
can enjoy, even if you don’t fish!  
  
Work continues, albeit behind the scenes, on getting equipment and contractors organised to continue the 
overhaul of the dock and its facilities.  This is a large undertaking and may need to be scheduled over a fair 
period of time to marry up with available funds coming in.  But it is certainly the Committee’s intention to 
move this work forward, with the much appreciated contributions of donors and sponsors, so that MBYC can 
have a world class dock that will serve our members well for many years to come.   
  
Furthermore, we are now in a position to place the orders for upgrading some of the Club security via cameras 
and fencing.  Hopefully members will see these improvements materialize over the coming months.  We also 
intend to continue the refurbishment of the clubhouse with other funds that we’re ‘ring fencing’ specifically 
for this purpose.    
  
As I type this report, I am pleased to say that the Club’s finances are looking pretty positive now.  This is down 
to the hard work of Jo Meany, Heather Vernon and Taddy Tavares, in controlling costs, bringing in monies due, 
and keeping a tight rein on cash flow.  We thank them all for their outstanding efforts in this area.   Having a 
positive cash flow allows us to reinvest in our Club and offer the kind of environment that our members and 
their guests expect and enjoy.  It also allows us to provide the facilities that will attract rental revenue from 
bookings for social events, exhibitions and classes, as well as the kind of environment that will support our 
sailing and tennis programs.  That being said, I encourage those of you who have not yet renewed your 
memberships to please do so soon so that you can continue to participate in Club events and take advantage 
of the privileges that a MBYC member enjoys, both at the club and locally though partner businesses who 
provide discounts and other member benefits.  Obviously we would love for you to recommend the club to 
your friends and family so that we can continue to grow the membership.  We want to make our Club a 
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destination boating and social hub, not only for Montego Bay and all of Jamaica, but for boaters and visitors 
from other countries.  
  
Even though February 2017 seems a long way down the road, we are already working on the 2017 Pineapple 
Cup event.  I hope to soon be able to make a formal announcement about some added features to this race, 
as well as promotional and planning details.  We intend to make it a much, much bigger race for the future, 
with MBYC enjoying good income and offering a spectacular world class occasion and race for all to enjoy.   
  
For those of you who wish to get involved in sailing and socializing, please see the Race Calendar for J22’s on 
the Club’s website.  We are about to start the summer evening events and most boats will want crew.  For 
newbies with no experience, you will be pleased to know that the winds are normally very light, so you do not 
have to be hanging on with your fingernails during these races – usually.  So please let us know if you are 
interested in coming out.  I’m sure we can find a space for you on board one of the boats.  It’s a lot of fun, and 
the banter at the bar afterwards is worth the racing jitters.    
  
Finally, and sadly, I mourn the passing of my Uncle Gilbert Byles, who has been a member of the club and a 
part of Montego Bay and Jamaica for as long as I can remember.  He will be sorely missed by all of his family 
and his many friends.  He was truly a great character, with a personality to match.   Rest in peace uncle Gilly. 

 
 
 

MBYC MANAGER’S REPORT 
Taddy Tavares 

 
Progress of Clubhouse and Dock Upgrades  
 
Major plans are forging ahead on the dock to facilitate the installation of the 
new pedestals. Donations made available from sponsors will allow the further 
purchase of seven more pedestals in a few weeks, with the balance due to arrive 
and be installed over the next two months. 

 
The tarmac for the new tennis court has been laid and is still slated for completion, but construction is slowly coming to 
a halt. Funds are still needed to finish this much used facility and we graciously welcome any further donations offered 
to the Club for this purpose.   

 
The Diesel hose reel is desperately in need of major repairs.  We have retained a contractor who is in the 
process of rebuilding and restoring it to a functional state. 
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The playpen, which had not been refurbished since its assembly, has just had a facelift of staining and re-
varnishing. The finish is now much brighter, smoother and safer. 
 

Events/Functions/Exhibitions for the Upcoming Month 
 
The Youth Sailing Camp, successfully held each summer under the guidance of our Youth Commodore and 
Sailing Instructor, Zoe Knowles, will see two camps held for the month of August. The first, held from August 
3rd to 7th (excluding Independence Day, August 6th) will be open for all entrants.  The second camp, open to 
intermediate and advanced students, will be from August 10th to 14th. 
 
Team Jamaica will hold a series of training programmes, primarily for the Tourism Sector. The six sessions are 
scheduled for August 14th to 16th and 21st to 23rd.  The Almond Room is offered by the Club on a 
complimentary basis to the organizers and coordinators of the Team Jamaica Training Programme. 
 
The Island Strokes Art Class unfortunately had to be cancelled on the last Thursday of July, but is slated to be 
held at the Club for at last two sessions during August. Please look out for the notices of exact dates in your e-
mail. 
 
Monique’s Jewelry Show and Sale is scheduled for August 1st, 6th and 7th from 2:00-10:00 p.m. each day. 
Featured are earrings, necklaces, bracelets and rings – all quite unusual, and offered at very modest prices. 
 
Tentative arrangements are now being considered for a function to be held on August 22nd re the 
commissioning of a trophy in memory of John McConnell who passed away at the end of May. John’s 
associates in Canada are now finalizing a suitable category for inscription on the trophy to be presented as one 
of the main prizes at the MBYC Annual Fishing Tournament. 
 
The Club will be the venue this month for 2 wedding receptions, a banquet and an anniversary party.  
 
The annual MBYC Fishing Tournament will be held at the Club from September 22nd to 26th, 2015.  In the spirit 
of ensuring the event’s success, resident boat members on the dock are reminded that, should they not be 
participating in the tournament, we will be asking that they vacate their slips to accommodate the visiting 
sports fishing boats that have registered.  As pointed out in the letter, we will be confirming exact dates and 
notices will be sent on a timely basis. 
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List of New Club Members 
 
The MBYC now officially welcomes Luis & Angela Fitch & family, and also Mark Berwanger as recently 
appointed members.   
 

Condolences 
 
Regrettably, we announce the sudden death of a former MBYC member Gilly Byles on the afternoon of 
Thursday, July 31. His passing was a result of a freak accident on a construction site in Port Antonio. We offer 
condolences to his sons, John-Gilbert and Daniel, and to the rest of his family. 

 
AUGUST QUIZ 

 
The correct response to July’s quiz question is ‘5 years’.  Nobody had the correct response but Lyn Langford 
was very close at 4 years. 
 
For the August quiz, for all you research whiz kids, what is the ‘1982 Montego Bay Convention’?  Question 
submitted by Richard Hamilton. 
 

SAILING QUOTE 
 
“The 2 worst ways to lose a sailing race are equipment failure, and not following the Sailing Instructions, both 

of which could have been prevented onshore."  

Anonymous 
 


